even if it’s three a.m. + even if you have nowhere to go + even if you don’t speak English + even if you didn’t call the cops + even if you don’t have money + even if you fought back + even if you’re different + even if you’re not from here + even if you’re a dropout + even if you ask questions + even if you didn’t tell anyone + even if you live with disability + even if others told you, “No.” + even if you think you’re crazy + even if you’re a person of color + even if you have a record + even if you question + even if it’s a weekend + even if you did something “wrong” + even if you’re queer + even if you doubt + even if you’re embarrassed + even if you’re a sex worker + even if you need an interpreter + even if you don’t look like me + even if you don’t worship like me + even if you got arrested + even if you love the person who hurt you + even if you’re young + incluso si usted habla Español + even if you’re an addict + even if you didn’t fight back + even if you’re elderly + even if you need help + even if you use + even if no one else will listen + even if you ride the bus + even if you’re frightened + even if it’s hard to hear + even if you’re unemployed + even if you don’t press charges + even if they called you a liar + even if you’re angry + even if you can’t read + even if it takes a while + even if it’s a holiday + even if you were drinking + even if you’re far away + even if you don’t want anyone to know + even if you’re an immigrant + even if no one else believes you + even if you’re in prison + even if some days are good and some bad + even if you’ve tried everything else

Every Victim. Everywhere. No Exceptions.